
Weight capacity  |
Usable width  |

Material  |
Tread  |

Warranty  |

800 lbs.
29.5”
Aluminum
Applied
Lifetime

SUITCASE® Portable Ramps  

SUITCASE® ramps are a durable and dependable solution for a variety of mobility and 
accessibility needs. From the SUITCASE Singlefold to the Singlefold AS, Singlefold GF, 
and Trifold AS, you are sure to find a convenient, lightweight, and easy-to-use ramp 
perfect for wheelchair and scooter use. These portable ramps are built to withstand 
repeated use and offer a variety of slip-resistant surfaces. All SUITCASE ramps feature 
non-breakable handles are ideal for use at home or on the go.

 »Single-fold design sets up quickly
 »Full-length hinge for additional strength and stability
 »Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength aluminum 
 »Extruded, slip-resistant surface for superior traction

 »Single-fold design sets up quickly and folds for storage or transport
 »Can be used as one unit or easily separated into two lightweight sections
 »Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength aluminum 
 »Applied, slip-resistant surface

Weight capacity  |
Width  |

Material  |
Tread  |

Warranty  |

800 lbs.
30”
Aluminum
Extruded
Lifetime

SUITCASE® Singlefold Ramp

SUITCASE® Singlefold AS Ramp

Made in the USA

Made in the USA

2’ 3’ 4’ 5’ 6’ 7’ 8’

2’ 3’ 4’ 5’ 6’



 »Three-fold hinge allows for ultimate portability when longer ramp lengths are needed
 »Designed to be used and carried as one unit, or separated into two individual sections for 
easier transport and reduced handling weight
 »Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength aluminum 
 »Applied, slip-resistant surface

5’ 6’ 7’ 8’ 10’

Weight capacity  |
Usable width  |

Material  |
Tread  |

Warranty  |

800 lbs.
29.5”
Aluminum
Applied
Lifetime

SUITCASE® TRIFOLD® AS Ramp

 »Lightest folding ramp in the industry, yet exceptionally strong
 »Unique material composition consisting of glass-reinforced graphite fiber
 »Full-length folding joint for additional strength
 »Slip-resistant coating for superior traction
 »High visibility lines on the outer edges for added safety
 » Ideal choice for active users and caregivers

SUITCASE® Singlefold GF Ramp

29”

Weight capacity  |
Material  |

Tread  |
Warranty  |

660 lbs.
Graphite Fiber
Coated
Lifetime

35” 51” 67” 82”

Increase the reach of SUITCASE ramps with the optional Top Lip Extension. The TLE extends 
the standard 3” top transition plate to 9”, allowing the ramp to clear the rear bumper when 
loading a mobility device into the back of an SUV or van.  Made of aluminum with an extruded 
slip-resistant surface. Sold as a pair.

The optional Carry Bag is a handy accessory that fits on the back of a mobility device to conveniently 
transport the smallest SUITCASE Singlefold GF Ramp. Compatible with the 29” ramp only.

Made in the USA




